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Abstract 

The objective of this work is to investigate the possible improvements in the blanking plant layout which manufactures 

automotive parts. For this the systematic layout planning theory (SLP) is used. In this study, wiper pivot plate manufacturing 

process was studied. The detailed study of the plant layout includes, operation process simulation in flexsim software has been 

investigated. The new plant layout was designed and simulated on flexsim to compare results results mentioned below. 

Compared with the present plant layout, the new plant layout significantly decreased the distance of material flow, which has 

direct effect on material handling cost, manpower management and Production per day / Shift.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The manufacturing system today wishes to be prepared with the capacity to have lower cost with better effectiveness. The plant 

format is one way to lessen the cost of manufacturing and growth the productiveness. additionally to will increase suitable 

workflow in manufacturing course. Efforts are made to lessen the motion waste in the shop ground. A poorly designed technique 

consequences in overuse of producing resources (men and machines).  There are not any best tactics in manufacturing. 

commonly, procedure enhancements are made frequently with new efficiencies embedded inside the technique. continuous 

procedure development is a essential part of Lean manufacturing. 

The layout of the plant performs crucial function for the green working of the device. to meet the specific element families it’s 

very difficult to have common layout which can satisfy the need. So arrive at certain point wherein maximum need need to be 

happy by means of the format for powerful working. For this Systematic layout making plans (SLP) performs very vital function, 

sincerely displaying the relationship the various available machines and to indicates the paintings drift the Spaghetti diagram is 

maximum helpful. From this history and technical evaluation for feasibility for viable format answer is located out and 

adjustments had been made on the plant. 

Equipment used to carry out optimization had been AutoCAD for format drafting in keeping with real scale. The plant 

standard dimensions and machines dimensions were measured and plotted in AutoCAD. This AutoCAD drawing become used to 

simulate the present format in flexsim. With the assist of SLP method the relation chart was organized and analyzed with 

constraints. those family members were used to plot the new layout in AutoCAD and the brand new layout become derived. This 

new format changed into again simulated in flexsim to examine effects. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Hari Prasad. Na studied the modern technological industrial generation, the standard production plant includes a big variety of 

diversified sports interconnected as a unit with required communication centers. the manufacturing plant format place consists of 

numerous interest cells inclusive of layout workplace, manufacturing shops, assembly and inspection departments, 

administration and safety places and so forth. The fundamental goal of facility layout trouble is to reduce the cloth float fees by 

means of positioning the cells inside stipulated region. The orientation and spatial coordinates of every mobile is specified by 

using FLP design and the orientation of every cell may be in horizontal or vertical role. in this paper, the producing plant layout 

has been designed by way of the use of automatic Relative Allocation of centers approach (CRAFT). JAVA programme has been 

developed to layout the gold standard plant layout through considering STEP report as enter for developing an best plant layout. 

J G Barberenaa on this paper a complete overview of the most relevant algorithms for the generation of heliostat subject 

layouts is provided. For every of the reviewed algorithms, a description of the layout generation technique, all the input 

parameters required and the primary method is supplied. The algorithms had been in comparison for different scenarios covering 
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a range of tower heights, heliostat sizes and recognition angles (defining to what volume the resulting field is North 

configuration or surrounding). A strong technique has been advanced, which guarantees a honest assessment of the algorithms by 

using analising the performance of optimized solar fields consistent with every layout technology approach. For this, all the enter 

parameters of each format era algorithm are optimized for each state of affairs previous to evaluating the solar field 

performances. the main end of the prevailing observe is that everyone the analysed format generation algorithms result in 

comparable sun area efficiencies when as compared for the considered situations once they're optimized. in addition paintings is 

required to test if the algorithms also show comparable efficiencies, or to what quantity they're similar, while wider situations are 

considered (larger solar discipline powers, locations, and so forth.). 

Yosra Ojaghia in line with the wide variety of competitors inside the worldwide market, it's far important for agencies to 

lessen their prices and costs with the intention to be a sustainable competitor. As a case study, an enterprise generating meatball 

and soup paste located at Bayan Lepas, Penang changed into decided on with a view of finding a sustainable layout that 

minimizes travel distance, fabric handling and losses. Some steps had been taken to acquire this purpose. Firstly, numerous 

layouts had been generated using two types of creation strategies, viz. systematic layout planning (SLP) and Graph based totally 

theory (GBT). inside the subsequent step, the performance price (ER) of every format changed into calculated. The format with 

the best ER changed into then selected and optimized by using the usage of Pairwise trade technique (PEM). The result showed 

that the ER of the chosen format advanced from 9.43% to 94.78% after optimizing. primarily based on this examine, it was 

discovered that even the fine selected layout might be stepped forward, and it is essential to conduct facility and layout making 

plans earlier than any factory set up to ensure sustainable method and decrease losses. 

David Gyulaia layout planning is an important realistic problem for manufacturing organizations. In now a days marketplace 

conditions characterized with constantly changing product portfolio and shortening product life cycles common reconfiguration 

is asked if the primary goal for the corporation is to remain competitive. The key to win clients is to widen the product portfolio 

and customize the goods, but, this results in the trouble that the producing system has to be re-prepared several instances at some 

point of its existence cycle that calls for fixing design problems regularly. In the paper, a singular layout planning approach is 

introduced that may be carried out correctly to remedy actual industrial problems. The technique applies computerized 

simulation model building to create the specific layouts. It specializes in minimizing the goal function this is distinct consistent 

with the predefined key performance indicators (KPI). The answer is a hybrid optimization approach, wherein assessment of the 

format options is performed by using simulation and the improvement of the answer is carried out by using a near-to-surest seek 

algorithm. The optimization is separated from the simulation model for you to raise the computations. Important advantage of the 

solution is the performance consideration of stochastic parameters that enhance the applicability of the consequences. 

Jose Antonio Diego-Mas a RGB-D sensors can accumulate postural facts in an automatized manner. But, the software of these 

gadgets in real work environments requires overcoming issues along with lack of accuracy or body elements' occlusion. This 

work affords the usage of RGB-D sensors and genetic algorithms for the optimization of workstation layouts. RGB-D sensors are 

used to capture employees' actions when they reach items on workbenches. Gathered statistics are then used to optimize pc 

layout via genetic algorithms considering more than one ergonomic criteria. Effects display that common drawbacks of the usage 

of RGB-D sensors for frame tracking aren't a hassle for this software, and that the combination with clever algorithms can 

automatize the layout design system. The technique described can be used to routinely recommend new layouts while people or 

methods of production alternate, to adapt layouts to precise employees primarily based on their approaches to do the obligations, 

or to obtain layouts simultaneously optimized for several production methods. 

Miguel F. Anjosa.1Facility layout problems are a critical magnificence of operations research problems that has been studied 

for numerous decades. Maximum versions of facility format are NP-hard, consequently international most reliable solutions are 

hard or not possible to compute in affordable time. Mathematical optimization techniques that assure worldwide optimality of 

solutions or tight bounds on the global optimal price have nonetheless been correctly implemented to numerous variants of 

facility layout. This assessment covers 3 training of format problems, namely row format, unequal-areas layout, and multifloor 

layout. We summarize the main contributions to the area made the usage of mathematical optimization, frequently mixed integer 

linear optimization and conic optimization. For each elegance of issues, we also in short discuss directions that continue to be 

open for destiny research. 

Ibrahim Abotaleb conventional processes to the development site format hassle have been targeted in particular on rectilinear 

and easy interpolated static geometrical shapes for modeling web page centers. Moreover, they have got used proximity 

measures primarily based on Cartesian distances between the centroids of the facilities. This is a truthful abstraction of the 

problem; but it ignores the reality that many centers on the construction websites count on non-rectilinear shapes that allow for 

higher compaction inside congested sites. The principle awareness of this research is to increase a brand new approach of 

modeling website centers to triumph over barriers and inefficiencies of previous models and to make sure a greater practical 

method to construction web site layout issues. A website format optimization model turned into evolved through a series of new 

algorithms for modeling ordinary and irregular free form shapes of web site facilities. The model mimics the “dynamic” behavior 

of the geometries of website online centers; where the geometrical shapes routinely modify their bureaucracy to suit in congested 

areas. Furthermore, new proximity measures and distance size techniques have been added. Moreover, the research delivered the 

idea of selective zoning that substantially enhances optimization efficiency by way of minimizing the number of solutions 

through choice of predetermined movement zones on site. At the stop, a real website layout planning problem turned into solved 

using the advanced version and the results have been in comparison to two beyond fashions from the literature. The model has 

proven to be superior to the beyond models in optimizing congested and geometrically-complicated web page layouts 
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Douglas Thiago S. Alves A a new algorithmic approach is presented to optimally locate method or storage units within the 

plant area (format) of commercial facilities. The proposed method defines a configurational optimization incorporating spatial 

constraints for locating gadgets inside the industrial place and an objective measuring the outcomes to close to residential regions 

within the event of accidents. The Monte Carlo technique is used to estimate superposing regions in order to test constraints and 

to evaluate the goal, which measures the superposition of accident impact areas onto population polygons. The approach is fed 

with an preliminary viable layout where the coordinates of all gadgets are given. Then, a Simulated Annealing seek randomly 

actions units at some stage in the industrial region, penalizing unfeasible configurations, till a viable layout is found minimizing 

the consequences of accidents to fashionable public. The method became verified through hypothetical case research: (i) a new 

marine gas terminal; and (ii) the addition of a brand new LPG garage backyard to a current refinery. In every case, it become 

validated that the approach efficiently decreased dangers to the surrounding groups, since it done, in both instances, viable plant 

layouts minimizing the populated place reached through the coincidence effect range of each unit within the installation. 

Ipek Gürsel Dino This work introduces Evolutionary Architectural space format Explorer (EASE), a layout tool that allows the 

optimization of 3D area layouts. EASE addresses architectural design exploration and the want to attend to many alternatives 

concurrently in format layout. For this, we use evolutionary optimization to find a stability among divergent exploration and 

convergent exploitation. EASE incorporates a singular sub-heuristic that constructs valid spatial layouts, a mathematical 

framework to quantify the satisfaction of constraints, and evolutionary operators to enhance alternative layouts' fitness. We test 

EASE at the layout of a library constructing. We evaluate EASE's performance for specific constructing forms and specific 

evolutionary algorithm parameters. The consequences advocate that EASE can generate legitimate layouts, quantify the 

constraints' degree of pride and locate some of most desirable layout answers. The layouts that EASE generates are meant not as 

quit effects however layout artifacts that provide perception into the answer space for further exploration. 

Chandra Ade Irawan a This paper investigates a port format trouble, wherein the format of an installation port for an offshore 

wind farm desires to be generated in an green way for you to minimize the transportation cost of principal components of an 

offshore wind turbine in the port. two mixed integer linear programming (MILP) fashions are set up to configure the ideal port 

layout, wherein the shapes of subareas that want to be positioned in the port are rectangular with numerous viable dimensional 

configurations to choose from and the shape of the port location may be handled as either a convex or a concave polygon. The 

MILPs can be solved to optimality for small-sized problems. Matheuristic strategies primarily based on Variable Neighborhood 

seek (VNS) and a precise approach (MILP) also are proposed to discover answers for medium-sized problems. The methods are 

assessed using randomly generated facts sets. Further, the area of a proposed Scottish port is used as a case have a look at. The 

consequences received from the computational experiments validate the effectiveness of the proposed matheuristic methods. 

Yan Wu, Yufei Wang Chemical industry area-extensive format design is a significant phase for companies control. Its main 

goal is to improve manufacturing efficiency and operational protection. At present day stage, relative area of vegetation in an 

business region is decided through understanding based on material waft for shortening fabric transportation distance. but, few 

systematic method has been proposed to manual the material go with the flow based area-wide format design. moreover, 

warmness waft, which include steam, is frequently unnoticed in area-huge layout layout, main toa longer piping of warmth and a 

higher electricity loss. in this paper, a systematical place-wide layout layout methodology is proposed considering each fabric 

drift piping and steam piping. A genetic set of rules based totally technique is proposed to optimize the region-wide lay-out 

according to piping implementation. special from one-to-one connection for material piping, steam piping configuration is an 

optimization with multi-branches pipe network and the calculation is hard. To clear up the problem, progressed Kruskal set of 

rules is used in proposed method. further, some safety and environmental issues are considered in the model. A case take a look 

at which includes 3 situations is built to show the effectiveness of the proposed technique. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The findings or outcome from the literature review is that SLP approach can be suitably used for the layout design at fine 

Blanking plant. Still SLP or any method to find the layout of a plant is not perfect, since in actual practice the scenario at factory 

is drastically distinguishing. So take the help of SLP algorithm to find the theoretical layouts and use these results at actual site. 

According to working conditions and constraints the necessary changes are essential in the layout. 

The scope of this research is: to find out possible Improvements in existing plant, and to Use Systematic Layout Planning 

(SLP) approach to find optimized Layout. And compare the results using flexsim software. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Step Details of Procedure Approach/Software/Hardware use 

Identification  of  Problem 
The Production of the plant was drastically reduced, and 

delay in NPD & Project handover. 

Unhappy Feedback from customers regarding 

delayed parts supply. 

Study of existing system. 
Detail study of Existing plant 

Detail study of process layout of plant 
Physical, visual inspection. 

Analysis of existing system and 

collection of data required. 

1. Analysis of operating parameters Fine Blanking 

system, time required for the same. 

2. Analysis of operating conditions of Child Processes. 

1. Operation reports. 

2. Maintenance schedule report 

3. Visual inspection 
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3. Inspection & analysis of Assembly   modules. 

4. Record data for analysis. 

4. M.S. Excel. 

5. Time Study. 

Definition of problem 

After detail analysis of system the problem is defined 

1. Improper Layout 

2. Improper Material handling system. 

3. Lack of 5S. 

4. So Much Time consumption For Die change 

5. Improper R/M Storage. 

 

Analysis of Problem and 

research for solution 

Analysis of cause for defined problem. 

Research for solution on this problem. 

1) Research papers. 

2) Trial And Error for the Existing Problem. 

Identification of solution 

After analysis of problem, the solution identify is that to 

remove WASTE from system to design the new system for 

this. 

Analysis of data, and opinion of co-workers 

and management. 

Research and analysis for 

solution. 
Time Calculations for Process flow. SLP Approach. 

Design of System 
In this step Design the system for removal WASTE 

 
SLP Approach. And Sphagetti diagrams. 

Finalization of Design 
It includes the finalization of each part and component of 

a designed system. 
AUTO-CAD 

Simulation of Design Simulation on Flexsim Software 
 

Flexsim Student Licence 

V. PROBABLE OUTCOMES 

1) To study the existing plant layout using simulation software in the automobile industry. 

2) To improve the productivity of the plant layout and material handling in the company by simulation software. 

3) Design a flexible simulation model so that future changes can be easily made.  Changes may include such things as new 

capacity or a different number of machines. 

4) Testing the design of simulation model for plant layout. 
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